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Abstract: Shape memory alloy (SMA) is a material that can change shape in response to external stim-
uli such as temperature, stress, or magnetic fields. SMA types include nitinol (nickel-titanium), copper-
aluminum-nickel, copper-zinc-aluminum, iron-manganese-silicon, and various nickel-titanium-X
alloys, each exhibiting unique shape memory properties for different applications. Reinforced con-
crete (RC) T-beams strengthened and pre-stressed with Fe-SMA bars are numerically investigated
for their flexural response under the influence of various parameters. The bars are embedded in
a concrete layer attached to the beam’s soffit. Based on the numerical results, it was found that
increasing the compression strength from 30 to 60 MPa slightly improves the beam’s strength (by 2%),
but it significantly increases its ductility by approximately 45%. As opposed to this, the strength and
ductility of the pre-stressed T-beam are considerably improved by using a larger diameter of Fe-SMA
bars. Specifically, using 12 mm Fe-SMA bar over 6 mm resulted in 65% and 47% greater strength and
ductility, respectively. Furthermore, this study examines the importance of considering the flange in
the flexural design of pre-stressed beams. It is seen that considering a 500 mm flange width enhanced
the ductility by 25% compared to the rectangular-section beam. The authors recommend further
experimental work to validate and supplement the calculations and methodology used in the current
numerical analysis.

Keywords: Fe-SMA; T-beam; pre-stressed; strengthening; ductility; numerical; ABAQUS

1. Introduction

Reinforced concrete (RC) structures are susceptible to damage caused by aging and
deterioration, which can result in cracking, spalling, corrosion, fracture, and buckled rebars.
The impact of this damage can have an unfavorable effect on the robustness and opera-
tional capacity of RC structures, ultimately causing safety issues to arise. To address these
issues, various strengthening and repair materials have been developed, including ultra-
high-performance based on: strain-hardening cementitious composites (UHP-SHCC) [1–5],
fiber-reinforced geopolymer concrete (UHP-FRGC) [6], and fiber-reinforced concrete (UH-
PFRC) [7]. Additionally, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) sheets and rebars with near-surface
attachments (NSM) [8–16] and externally bonded reinforcements (EBR) [17–25] are well
known for strengthening RC structures. However, several studies have shown that high
temperatures significantly degrade the mechanical properties of FRP composites [26–28].
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Due to the limitations of FRP laminates, researchers have been exploring alternative mate-
rials for strengthening rebars, including shape memory alloys (SMAs).

Iron is the primary component of iron-based shape memory materials (Fe-SMA),
which can be reshaped after deformation, typically through heating or cooling. These
alloys mainly comprise iron and other alloying elements such as nickel, manganese, and
chromium. Compared to other SMAs, such as those based on copper, nickel, or titanium,
iron-based SMAs have several advantages. For example, they show a relatively low cost,
good corrosion resistance, high damping capacity, high strength, large strain capacity, and
good biocompatibility [29]. Steel-reinforced concrete structural elements can be strength-
ened and repaired with SMAs. In addition, when heated, SMA bars can trigger the shape
memory effect and generate pre-stressing forces on reinforced concrete elements. Addi-
tionally, the structural seismic performance of SMAs is superior to that of FRPs [29,30].
Additionally, according to Sidharth et al. [31], FeMnAlNiTi, which are shape memory
alloys based on iron, exhibited remarkable functional performance restoration [31]. A key
benefit of SMAs is their ease of installation, making them a viable option for strengthening,
especially when it comes to minimizing residual deformations and maintaining function-
ality after extreme loading events [31]. To date, several review papers [32–37] have been
published on SMAs from the standpoint of materials and modeling/simulations; among
them, several papers on strengthening applications have been reported.

Hong et al. [38] carried out a research study to examine the structural properties
(initial stiffness, crack load, and ductility) of RC beams reinforced with Fe-SMA strips [38].
Hong et al. [38] concluded that the pre-stressing effect of Fe-SMA strips increased the crack-
ing load and rigidity of the beams. Ruiz-Pinilla et al. [39] presented an FE simulation
of RC beams externally confined by Fe-SMA strips, which resist shear stresses. The nu-
merical results by Ruiz-Pinilla [39] were validated with experimental data. Furthermore,
Shahverdi et al. [40] conducted an experimental study investigating the strength and pre-
stressing of Fe-SMA-reinforced RC beams. Their study focused on the use of Fe-SMA strips
for NSMs strengthening. The NSM technique involved creating grooves in the cover and
then placing ribbed Fe-SMA strips inside them. According to the experiments conducted,
strengthening RC beams with NSM and pre-stressing them with Fe-SMAs worked well.

Pre-stressed T-beams and rectangular beams are both commonly used in construction.
However, T-beam offers several advantages over rectangular beams in specific applica-
tions, i.e., bridge construction. One of the main advantages is that T-beam provides a
more efficient distribution of stresses throughout the beam. Furthermore, the T-beam is
more efficient in resisting bending and torsion forces. Undoubtedly, T-section beams are
extensively used in civil engineering construction. However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, very few studies have investigated the structural behavior of RC T-beams
strengthened with Fe-SMA [41,42]. Cladera et al. [41] proposed a method to strengthen RC
T-beams by externally anchoring U-shaped Fe-SMA strips to the beam’s web. Prestrained
strips were thermally activated at 160 ◦C. Additionally, their experiments showed delayed
crack appearance and improved shear capacity when U-shaped Fe-SMA strips were used.
Nevertheless, the ductility of the samples was lower than anticipated and this could be
attributed to the technique of anchoring the SMA strips to the T-beams. A recent study
by Czaderski et al. [42] embedded Fe-SMA in a mortar layer to strengthen large-scale
T-beams. A significant improvement in a beam’s shear capacity was achieved through
active SMA stirrups in reducing the beam’s deflection, cracking, and stresses. According to
Czaderski et al. [42], the ease of application of the proposed strengthening technique made
it suitable for onsite applications.

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical method that solves complex engineering
problems by dividing the structure into smaller parts called finite elements [43,44]. These
elements are then analyzed using computer software to determine the structure’s stresses,
strains, and deformations under various loading conditions [45,46]. Concrete structures
are commonly analyzed using finite element analysis [47]. An FEA can be used to predict
the behavior of reinforced concrete structures subjected to various loads, including dead
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loads, live loads, wind loads, and earthquake loads [48–51]. Additionally, experimental
findings and numerical results have been found to be in good agreement in several studies
(i.e., [52]). It can also be used to investigate the effect of material properties, reinforcement
arrangement, and construction methods on the performance of concrete structures [53,54].
Apart from the lack of experimental and numerical studies on RC T-beams reinforced
with Fe-SMA, there are also few numerical studies that involve RC beams reinforced
with EBR and pre-stressed with Fe-SMA bars (e.g., [55–57]). Hence, the main objective
of this study is to develop a numerical parametric analysis of RC T-beams strengthened
with Fe-SMA by implementing the EBR technique [58]. In this study, a three-dimensional
model of an RC T-beam with pretensioned Fe-SMA bars is constructed using the ABAQUS
FEM software [58]. The model illustrates the behavior of beams subjected to monotonous
loading under static conditions using a four-point bending setup [59]. According to the
CDP model, concrete’s nonlinear behavior can be simulated and predicted by concrete
parameters such as concrete compression strength (f’c). Parametric models are used
in the current study to account for the change in compression strength using different
parameters, as recommended by Hafezolghorani et al. [60]. To enable self-equilibrium, a
step with no loading is established during the simulation of Fe-SMA bars. Furthermore,
Fe-SMA activation in the current study is modeled using the simplified model reported
experimentally by Shahverdi et al. [61]. Additionally, Shahverdi et al.’s [61] suggestion is
followed for Fe-SMA modelling in ABAQUS, where an adjustment is made in the stress–
strain curve of SMA.

This study numerically investigates the effect of different parameters on the flexural
performance of RC T-beams pre-stressed with Fe-SMA bars. The FE model was validated in
the authors’ previous study [62]. The investigated parameters are (a) concrete compressive
strength, (b) Fe-SMA diameter, and (c) flange width of RC T-beams.

2. Description of the FE Numerical Models

In this study, an FEM developed by the authors is used to simulate the behavior of
RC T-beams reinforced with Fe-SMA bars. A description of the numerical modeling can be
found in this section.

2.1. Material Properties

Three-dimensional finite element models (3-D FEMs) are developed using ABAQUS in
order to simulate the behavior of an RC beam under monotonous loading. Each section of
the beam, such as the concrete, shotcrete layer, longitudinal and shear steel reinforcements,
Fe-SMA bars, and steel plates, are defined in the FE software with their corresponding ma-
terial attributes and sections. For optimal interaction between the concrete and embedded
reinforcement, the rebars are designated as the encased region, with the concrete serving as
the host region. Similarly, the shotcrete layer designates Fe-SMA rebars as the embedded
areas. Shahverdi et al. [61] showed that the concrete part and the embedded bars had
an ideal connection (perfect bond). This hypothesis is used in the numerical model, as
mentioned in Khalil et al. [62].

2.1.1. Concrete Definition in ABAQUS

Three different techniques are available in ABAQUS to model the concrete behavior:
smeared cracking, brittle cracking, and concrete damage plasticity. However, this study
adopts the concrete damage plasticity (CDP) model since this model takes into account
cracking under tensile load and crushing under compressive load. In other words, CDP
provides an adequate prediction of concrete behavior under bending because it accounts
for both tension and compression damages. The concrete response under compression
and tensile loadings can be described as shown in Figure 1. Uniaxial constitutive models
of concrete in tension and compression begin with a linear segment equal to the concrete
modulus (Eo). A multilinear function is then used to describe the compressive behavior
of the concrete when it undergoes plastic deformation and its tendency to weaken under
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tensile stress. Moreover, the damage in concrete can be determined with respect to the
plastic hardening strain, as demonstrated in Table 1.
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Table notations: σc: compressive stress, σt: tensile stress, εc: compressive strain, εt: tensile strain, E0: elastic
modulus, dc: compressive damage parameter, dt: tensile damage parameter. εin,h

c : inelastic strain in compression,
ε

pI,h
c : plastic hardening strain in compression, εck,h

t : cracking strain in tension, ε
pI,h
t : plastic hardening strain in

tension, σcu: peak compressive stress, and σt0: peak tensile stress.

Table 2 depicts the adopted CDP parameters in this study. In this study, the parameters
mentioned in Table 2 are used for all grades of concrete. Those values are specified
according to the verification modeling conducted by the authors in their previous study [62].
The dilation angle represents the ratio of the volume-to-shear strain. It is worth noting
that the dilation angle should be selected within the range of (15◦–56◦), as mentioned
in [62]. Eccentricity refers to the potential eccentricity at the plastic region, while fb0/fc0
refers to the relationship between initial biaxial strength and initial compressive strength.
The K-factor should equal 0.67 based on the loading surface shape. To attain more precise
results, a viscosity parameter of 0.0001 is selected while avoiding the divergence throughout
the numerical analysis.

Table 2. CDP parameters used in ABAQUS (Similar to Khalil et al. [62]).

Dilation Angle Eccentricity fb0/fc0 K Viscosity Parameter

55◦ 0.1 1.16 0.67 0.0001

Two common approaches are available in ABAQUS [58] for defining the tension-
stiffening behavior of concrete. These approaches enable the evaluation of concrete’s
behavior after cracking occurs, either through the stress–strain relationship or the crack-
opening displacement relationship. The present study simulates concrete’s tension response
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using crack-opening displacement. Further details can be found in the authors’ previous
study [62].

2.1.2. Reinforcement Definition in ABAQUS

A bilinear stress–strain curve is used in ABAQUS to model longitudinal and transver-
sal steel reinforcements covering both elastic and plastic regions. The simulated steel
reinforcement’s modulus of elasticity and yield strength are 210 GPa and 508 MPa, respec-
tively [61]. To replicate the elastic response of Fe-SMA bars in ABAQUS, an experimentally
derived modulus of elasticity of 133 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 are utilized [61]. The
metallurgical composition of Fe-SMA strengthening rebars is Fe-17Mn-5Si-10Cr-4Ni-1 (V, C)
based on their mass ratio. Figure 2 illustrates a Shahverdi et al. [61] stress–strain curve for
simulating the behavior of Fe-SMA in the absence of built-in ABAQUS models. ABAQUS
employs a predefined field to model the pre-stressing effect, with the recovery stress being
defined within the field. The stress–strain relationship utilized in this study is comparable
to the one adopted in a study conducted by Hong et al. [38]. After stretching the rebars to a
pre-strain value (εpre), the tensile force is removed. Meanwhile, a residual strain (εres) is
obtained as a result of restoring the elastic and pseudo-elastic strains. When the heating
system is activated, the green line in Figure 2 illustrates the recovery stress (σrec) observed
in the Fe-SMA rebar. Additionally, Figure 2 depicts the tensile stress reapplied to the
Fe-SMA rebar subsequent to loading the beam. The loading process yields a stress–strain
curve (blue curve) that closely conforms to the experimental curve (red curve) depicted
in Figure 2. Nevertheless, the blue curve exhibits horizontal and vertical stress shifts
corresponding to residual strain (εpre) and recovery stress (σrec), respectively.
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2.2. Geometrical Configuration

The accuracy of the FE modeling is validated by comparing its outcomes with the
experimental results obtained by Shahverdi et al. [61]. The authors have presented the
verification results in their previous work [62]. Once the FE model has been validated,
parametric studies are carried out using ABAQUS to investigate how different parameters
impact the structural performance of RC T-beams. Table 3 provides a description of the test
parameters, which encompass concrete strength, Fe-SMA bar diameter, and flange width.
Table 3 provides information about the grade of concrete, reinforcement ratio, and flange
width for each specimen. An example is specimen number (No.) 2, which is identified
as C40-2T12-500, indicating that this sample is made of concrete with a grade of 40 MPa,
contains two Fe-SMA bars with a diameter of 12 mm, and has a flange width of 500 mm.
Figure 3 demonstrates the geometry of the modeled beams and the reinforcement details.
A four-point bending scheme [59] is simulated using ABAQUS software. Fe-SMA bars
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are embedded in a 40 mm thick shotcrete layer, while the beam possesses a total depth of
260 mm and a clear span of 2400 mm. All beams are reinforced with two steel bars, 8 mm
for the compression side and 10 mm for the tension side. Additionally, 8 mm steel stirrups
are used to reinforce the beams against shear stress, spaced at intervals of 100 mm along
the span length.

Table 3. Specimen matrix and notations.

No. Specimen ID f’c (MPa) Fe-SMA Bar
Diameter (mm)

Flange Width
“B” (mm)

Test
Parameters

1 C30-2T12-500 30 12 500

Concrete grade
2 C40-2T12-500 40 12 500

3 C50-2T12-500 50 12 500

4 C60-2T12-500 60 12 500

5 C40-500 40 - 500

Fe-SMA
diameter

6 C40-2T6-500 40 6 500

7 C40-2T8-500 40 8 500

8 C40-2T10-500 40 10 500

9 C40-2T12-500 40 12 500

10 C50-2T12-125 50 12 125

Width of flange
11 C50-2T12-250 50 12 250

12 C50-2T12-375 50 12 375

13 C50-2T12-500 50 12 500
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2.3. Elements Description

As shown in Figure 4a, ABAQUS is used to model the concrete and shotcrete layers
using brick elements with eight nodes (C3D8R). The FE element is modeled with hourglass-
controlled and reduced integration. Hourglass control uses both the improved strain
methods to calculate stiffness coefficients, which does not require a scaling factor. Reducing
the integration speeds up the numerical solution by minimizing the number of Gaussian
coordinates used to solve the integral. In contrast, a two-node linear 3D truss element
(T3D2) was utilized to simulate the reinforcement, which accurately reflected the bars’ axial
stiffness (Figure 4b). Plates made of steel as well as concrete and shotcrete layers have been
defined using the same criteria. Notably, the model contains three degrees of freedom for
each node: x, y, and z translations. All beam parts have been meshed with small element
sizes (i.e., 20 mm) in order to ensure high precision and accuracy in results and to prevent
convergence issues.
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2.4. Pre-Stressing Modeling

A parametric analysis of the present work is based on a single level of pre-stressing:
300 MPa. The predefined field in ABAQUS allows an input of the pre-stressing level to
ensure rebars are enforced axially (simulating the activation process of Fe-SMA bars). After-
ward, the beam is allowed to settle into equilibrium without any external load, exhibiting a
prestress effect as illustrated in Figure 5. The maximum deflection upward was calculated
numerically using ABAQUS and compared with the theoretical value, as discussed in the
authors’ previous paper [62].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evaluating the Accuracy of FE Models

In order to verify the accuracy of the developed FE models, experimental results
(beams 10 and 11) from Shahverdi et al. [61] are compared to the FE modeling [61]. Each
of the beams 10 and 11 had a cross-sectional dimension of 250 mm by 120 mm and a
total length of 2500 mm. Four Fe-SMA bars (8 mm in diameter) were embedded in a
shotcrete layer attached to beam 11’s soffit, while beam 10 only used two bars. According
to the authors’ previous work [62], the load–deflection curves and crack patterns were
validated and showed a good agreement with the experimental findings. However, for
clarification purposes, only the load–deflection response verification results are presented
in the current study in Figure 6. Although the numerical solution cannot account for all
experimental conditions, such as initial thermal microcracks, it is still possible to observe
certain discrepancies in the initial loading stages. Additionally, the contact surfaces in
the FEA may not exhibit the expected fully bonded behavior under actual experimental
conditions. Further details are available in the authors’ previous study [62].
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3.2. Influence of Compressive Strength of Concrete ( f ′c)

The purpose of this section is to investigate the load–deflection response of RC T-
beams with different concrete grades (30, 40, 50, and 60 MPa). Meanwhile, the pre-stressing
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levels and reinforcement ratios of Fe-SMA are maintained at 40% and two bars of 12 mm
diameter, respectively. A comparison of the load–deflection relationships between the four
numerical models is shown in Figure 7. Curves generally show similar responses except
for the hardening part just before failure. The curve has three main parts: the first starts
linearly at zero and extends to the cracking load, the second linear relationship extends
to the yielding point and has a lower slope. Following the yield point, a nonlinear curve
can be noticed up to failure. Table 4 demonstrates the summary results of specimens in
this section. Figure 8 compares loads and corresponding deflection values at three stages:
cracking, yielding of tension steel bars, and ultimate. It can be noticed that an increase in
concrete grade from 30 to 60 MPa results in an increase in cracking, yielding, and ultimate
loads of approximately 11%, 2%, and 2%, respectively. At higher loading levels, the depth
of the concrete compression block decreases, resulting in a minor contribution from the
concrete grade. This could be attributed to the observed effect. Figure 9 demonstrates
the ductility index values for the four numerical models. To provide a fair comparison,
ductility is determined as the deflection ratio at 10% drop in the peak load to yield load [63].
It is seen that the higher the compressive strength, the higher the ductility of the beam.
Notably, increasing the compressive strength of the concrete from 30 to 60 MPa results in a
marked improvement in the ductility index, which rises from 8.21 to 11.90, indicating a
substantial increase of 45%. The reason for this is that the concrete block’s strength increases
on the compression side, causing the neutral axis to shift upwards and away from the
balanced neutral axis. Thereby, the concrete cross-section becomes more under-reinforced
(i.e., tension failure becomes more likely).
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Table 4. Summary results of varying concrete compressive strengths.

Beam ID
Pu Py Pcr δ0.9u δy δcr

µ
kN kN kN mm mm mm

C30-2T12-500 159.1 127.3 56.1 82.90 10.10 0.71 8.21

C40-2T12-500 160.4 127.8 58.2 98.50 9.40 0.62 10.48

C50-2T12-500 162.1 128.5 60.5 96.10 9.30 0.57 10.33

C60-2T12-500 162.6 129.3 62.3 108.30 9.10 0.49 11.90
Table notations: Pu: ultimate load, Py: yield load, Pcr: cracking load, δ0.9u: deflection at 10% drop of ultimate load,
δy: deflection at yield load, δcr: deflection at cracking load, and µ: ductility index.
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3.3. Effect of Changing the Diameter of Fe-SMA Rebars

The purpose of this section is to examine the load–deflection response of RC beams
when different Fe-SMA rebar diameters are used. As outlined in the previous section, the
concrete grade, as well as the Fe-SMA prestressing level, remain constant (40 MPa and
40%, respectively). Notably, the recovery force varies with the size of the Fe-SMA bars.
Specifically, Fe-SMA bars with diameters of 6, 8, 10, and 12 mm are capable of recovering
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8.60, 15.29, 23.86, and 34.35 kN, respectively. The load–deflection behavior of a control beam
and four pre-stressed beams with different Fe-SMA rebar diameters (6, 8, 10, and 12 mm) is
shown in Figure 10. As aforementioned, the load–deflection relationship could be divided
into three main stages (i.e., cracking, yielding of tension steel bars, and ultimate). Table 5
depicts the summary results of specimens in this section. Figure 11 compares the four
models with the control beam in terms of ultimate, yielding, and cracking loads and their
corresponding deflection values. It is noticed that all pre-stressed beams achieve higher
yielding, ultimate, and cracking loads than the control beam. Increasing the diameter
of the Fe-SMA rebar results in more significant cracking, yielding, and ultimate loads.
For example, raising the diameter from 6 to 12 mm increases the cracking, yielding, and
ultimate loads by approximately 116%, 88%, and 65%, respectively. Additionally, it should
be noted that larger Fe-SMA rebar diameters are associated with more significant cracking,
yielding, and ultimate loads. Likewise, increasing the Fe-SMA diameter enhances the
beam’s ductility. As stated in the previous section, the ductility index is calculated based on
the ratio of deflection values at 10% drop in the ultimate load to yield load. The Fe-SMA bar
pre-stressed beam with a diameter of 12 mm demonstrated the highest ductility index of
10.48, indicating its significant capacity to induce more deformation after reaching its limit.
It is worth mentioning that the numerical model of beam C40-2T10-500 surprisingly shows
a ductility index slightly lower than C40-2T8-500 (as shown in Figure 12). However, the
C40-2T10-500 beam exhibits larger toughness (area under load–deflection curve), indicating
higher levels of dissipated energy.
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Table 5. A summary of the results for Fe-SMA rebars with different diameters.

Beam ID
Pu Py Pcr δ0.9u δy δcr

µ
kN kN kN mm mm mm

C40-500 79.6 51.2 15.5 39.40 6.80 0.28 5.79

C40-2T6-500 97.2 67.9 26.9 50.60 7.10 0.39 7.13

C40-2T8-500 115.9 84.3 34.5 71.40 7.80 0.41 9.15

C40-2T10-500 135.1 104.8 45.5 67.80 8.60 0.53 7.88

C40-2T12-500 160.4 127.8 58.2 98.50 9.40 0.62 10.48
Table notations: Pu: ultimate load, Py: yield load, Pcr: cracking load, δ0.9u: deflection at 10% drop of ultimate load,
δy: deflection at yield load, δcr: deflection at cracking load, and µ: ductility index.
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3.4. Effect of Flange Width

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the effects of flange width on the flexural
response of RC T-beams. Four flange widths are used in this study: 500, 375, 250, and 125
mm. The concrete grade and Fe-SMA reinforcement diameter are constant (40 MPa and
12 mm, respectively). Figure 13 exhibits the effect of flange width on the load–deflection
relationship. The curves follow the same behavior pattern mentioned in previous sections
(i.e., cracking, yielding of tension steel bars, and ultimate). Notably, as the flange width
increases, the curves tend to exhibit strain hardening behavior, indicating improved post-
yield performance. Figure 14 compares ultimate, yielding, and cracking loads along with
their respective deflection values. A reduction in flange width decreases specimen ductility
and load-carrying capacity, as seen in Table 6. Specifically, the T-beam with a 500 mm
flange width achieved a greater capacity of 7% than the rectangular-sectional (R-sec) beam.
Moreover, an increase in the ductility index of 25% is recorded for beams with 500 mm
flange width compared to the R-sec beam. Figure 15 depicts a comparison of ductility
indexes. These findings align with the observations made by Khatami and Kheyroddin [64],
suggesting that considering the compression flange in beam design promotes enhanced
ductile behavior. Figure 16 depicts the cracking patterns, where the tension damage
in concrete can be observed. It is shown that increasing the flange width distributes
more cracks along the beam length. Consequently, T-beams with larger flange widths
demonstrate improved deformation capacity and enhanced ductility, effectively providing
additional warning signs before eventual failure.

Table 6. Summary results of varying flange widths.

Beam ID
Pu Py Pcr δ0.9u δy δcr

µ
kN kN kN mm mm mm

C50-2T12-500 162.1 128.5 60.5 96.10 9.30 0.57 10.33

C50-2T12-375 160.9 124.7 57.6 94.40 9.20 0.61 10.26

C50-2T12-250 157.2 120.9 56.1 97.10 9.10 0.62 10.67

C50-2T12-125 150.8 119.5 53.9 83.50 10.10 0.76 8.27
Table notations: Pu: ultimate load, Py: yield load, Pcr: cracking load, δ0.9u: deflection at 10% drop of ultimate load,
δy: deflection at yield load, δcr: deflection at cracking load, and µ: ductility index.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of different parameters on the
flexural performance of RC T-beams reinforced and pre-stressed with Fe-SMA bars. The
numerical findings lead to the following conclusions:

• Pre-stressed T-beams with greater concrete compressive strength showed a slight
improvement in cracking, yielding, and ultimate loads. However, it significantly
enhances the ductility of the beam. For instance, changing the compressive strength
from 30 to 60 MPa could attain higher cracking, yielding, and ultimate loads of
approximately 11%, 2%, and 2%, respectively. While the 60 MPa beam achieved 45%
higher ductility than the 30 MPa beam.

• By substituting 12 mm Fe-SMA bars for 6 mm Fe-SMA bars, the prestressed T-beams
showed 65% and 47% stronger strength and improved ductility, respectively.

• Increasing the flange width of the pre-stressed T-beam enabled the beam to attain
higher strength and ductility. Specifically, a 500 mm flange width achieved higher
strength and ductility of 7% and 25%, respectively, compared to the pre-stressed
rectangular-section beam.

• This study highly recommends considering the flange of the pre-stressed beam in the
flexural design as it significantly affects the beam’s ductility.
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It is strongly recommended that further experimental investigations be conducted to
validate and complement the methodology and calculations used in the numerical analysis.
A deeper understanding of the flexural and shear characteristics of Fe-SMA pre-stressed
beams with rectangular and flanged-section shapes would also be highly beneficial. It is
highly recommended that further numerical and/or experimental studies are conducted on
the analysis of the SMA’s prestress at different temperatures. Moreover, further numerical
and/or experimental studies are needed to understand the simultaneous effects of flange
width and rebar reinforcement on deflection and stress development in RC T-beams. The
authors also recommend studying the use of Fe-SMA reinforcement in shear strengthening
as mentioned in [65]. Future studies should investigate the interplay between these factors
to provide insights into optimizing design strategies and enhancing the flexural response
of T-beams.
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